For efficient induction-driven heavy-ion fusion, the current profile along a pulse must be modified in a non-selfsimilar manner between the accelerator and the target. In the accelerator, the pulse should have a duration of at leaat !io ns in order to make efficient use of the induction cores, and the current should by nearly uniform along the pulse to minimize the aperture. In contrsst, the optimal current proiile on target consists of a main pulse of about 10 ns preceded by a longer low-current "foot." This pulse-shape manipulation must be carried out at the final pulse energy (5-10 GeV for 200 arm ions) in the presence of a large nonlinear longitudinal space-charge field. A straightforward method is presented here for doing the required pulse shaping. Induction-cell voltages are generated using idealized beam profiles both in the accelerator and on target, and they are verified and checked for error sensitivity using the fluid/envelope code CIRCE.
Introduction
For a heavy-ion beam to be an effective inertial-fusion driver, the energy deposited on the target must be carefully controlled. Although the details of energy deposition depend on the target design, a typical indirect-drive target requires a main pulse of about 10 ns duration, with several beams delivering a total of 5-10 MJ. This pulse is normally preceded by a low-current "foot" containing about a tenth of the mainpulse energy, and through the entire pulse, ion velocities should be nearly uniform to minimize chromatic aberration in the final focus. For induction accelerators, which work best with a small number of highcurrent beams, the peak current on target can be as high as 10 kA per beam, and in the absence of charge neutralization, the longitudinal spac~charge fields can be as high as 10 MV/m.
Producing a beam like this at the target is problematic because the optimal beam in an accelerator has a very different current profile. For induction drivers, the aperture is minimized for beams with a uniform line-charge density and at most a small head-to-tail velocity increase to give slow compression. Ihrthermore, the pulsed-power is used most efficiently when the beam duration is much longer than the pulse rise and fall times, leading to pulses that are ten to twenty times longer in the accelerator than on target. These longer beams also reduce the longitudinal space-charge fields at the beam ends to a manageable magnitude. Considerable manipulation is needed to shape this optimal accelerator pulse into the form needed on target, and the large space-charge field of the final beam prevents this shaping from being done during the final stages of compression, since induction accelerators can presently produce an average gradient of about 1 MV/m.
The conventional
scenario for generating the current profile needed on target is to give a pulse carefully controlled current and velocity profiles before it enters a "drift-compression" lattice, where alternatinggradient (AG) focusing is applied, but the beam is not accelerated. The imposed head-to-tail velocity variation, or "tilt ," is as large as 5%, and it is "tailored" so that the beam compresses to the desired final profile just as the space-charge field causes longitudinal-velocity "stagnation" at all points along the pulse. This plan requires intricate manipulation of the beam after the main acceleration sequence, probably in a straight "shaping" lattice between the accelerator and the drift-compression section.
To date, the principal published work addressing the question of shaping a constant-current beam into a form suitable for final compression is a paper by Ho, Brandon, and Lee1. That paper used analysis and onedimensional numerical simulations to model a beam-compression sequence that produced uniform current and velocity on target. The effects of longitudinal space charge were ignored during shaping, on the grounds that shaping could be done in a sufficiently short time. The present paper presents an alternate procedure for shaping intense heavy-ion pulses that extends the initial work in three major ways. First, we look at the * work~etiormedunder~~e~uspicesof the u, s, Dep@ment of Energy@ LaWrenCẽ,ve~~m NationalLaboratoryundercontract
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problem of producing a final beam with a prescribed profile, rather than one with uniform current. Second, we include the longitudinal space charge during compression and compensate for it by modtiying the shaping fields. Finally, the effect of the changing radial structure of the beam is included approximately in the model. The new procedure is detailed in Section 2 of this paper, and the numerical simulation of a simple case is presented in Section 3. The concluding section gives a brief summary of conclusions.
PROCEDURE
The procedure here for calculating the pulse-shaping fields has four main steps, each of which is detailed below. The current and velocity profiles needed at the beginning of the drift-compression lattice are first determined by simulating the target beam drifting backward through the section. A corresponding beam with the same total charge and with user-specified current and velocity profiles is then constructed at the start of the shaping section, and a set of shaping fields to be applied in that lattice is calculated, ignoring the effects of the longitudinal spac~charge field. Finally, longitudinakcmtrol fields, referred to here ss '{ears," are added to the shaping fields to approximately balance the spacAmrge field. The combined fields are validated and checked for error sensitivities by numerical simulations using the code CIRCE2, which models the transverse beam dynamics using envelope equations and treats longitudinal dynami& using a Lagrangian fluid approximation. The bcx=am is divided lengthwise into I -1 "slicea~each characterized by an enclosed charge bqi, and the positions and velocities of the slice boundaries are calculated from fluid-like equations. The code has been benchmarked against the thr-dimensional particle-in-cell code WARP3d3 and is found to give reliable results, provided that the normalized emittance does not increase significantly and there is little longitudinal mixing.
Calculate beam profile entering drift section
The current and velocity profiles on target must be selected first. This choice obviously dependa on the details of the target, and the target in turn must be designed with limitations of the accelerator and final focus in mind. Here, we use a simple "generic" target beam, and we sidestep problems of the final focus and transport to the target by assuming that there is little change in the current and velocity after final focus. Instead, we set up a beam that is matched to the quadruple lattice in the drift-compression section.
We would like to obtain the appropriate beam at the beginning of the drift-compression section by numerically running the chosen target beam backward in time through the compression lattice. However, due to limitations of the modeling code CIRCE, we instead run the equivalent problem of the target beam expanding forward in time through the spatially reversed compression lattice. If the scaled longitudinal velocity @ S v=1 c along the target beam deviates from the charg+density weighted average velocity~, the the sign of~-~must also initially be reversed. After this beam is allowed to expand, the current is equated to the desired current Ibj at the endpoint Zj of the shaping section, and the desired velocity there~j is set to 2P -B. Here, the / subscript& denote final values after beam shaping, and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
Calculate beam profile entering shaping section
To calculate an appropriate initial distribution, the shaping lattice must first be specified. In moat cases, this lattice consists of AG focusing magnets with single or clustered acceleration gaps at one or more locations in a half-lattice period. In principle, the lattice could alao include bends and higher-order focusing elements, but these are not considered here. The minimum number of acceleration cells is set by breakdown electric field across a cell and the velocity tilt required at the start of drift compression. If we assume instantaneous acceleration in gaps, the velocity change in the nth gap due to a voltage Vfi(r) is approximately by (1) where q is the ion charge state, e ia the elementary charge, M is the ion mass, and Vi,n s Vn(Ti,n ) is 0.4% during shaping and compression, we replace the factor here by the nominal value~s (1 -.
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According to Eq. (l), the average voltage that must be applied to the ith beam slice in each of the N acceleration modules is *
where Q~2qe/f3Mc 2. The subscript n = O here denotea values at the start of the shaping section zo. We choose to apply the same voltage to the beam h:ad in all cells, and likewise, to the tail, so from Eq.
(2), the required head and tail voltages are V~,a~= VI and Vt=i/ =~' respectively. We take the maximum electric field that can be held off by the gap insulators to be Em== = 107 V/m. Although advanced insulators can hold off twice this voltage for up to 50 ns, the longer beams required for heavy-ion fusion (HIF) and the need to minimize cost lead us to use the more conservative figure. If all acceleration gaps are taken to have the same length Lg=p, then the minimum number of cells needed in the shaping section is 'nain = m=( head, V#ail )/(5n&cap).
Due to the low average gradient in induction accelerators, the shaping section must typically be longer that 100 m, so the beam duration is expected to decrease measurably as the beam traverses the section. To construct a suitable beam profile at .zOto be manipulated into the calculated profile at Zj, we first estimate this change in beam duration, againaaauming that the beam head and tail respectively see Vh.ad and Vkl in each cell. In the cartoon of Fig. 1 , this calculation corresponds to finding the trajectories rl,~and rr,n of the head and tail slices back to zo. The transit time between cells in the absence of longitudinal space charge is given by (3) where Azn s Zn+l -z. is the distance between the centers of the nth and (n+ l)th gap, and from Eq. (l),
Defining ZN+l to be Zj and T;,N+l to be Ti there, we iterate Eqs. (3) and (4) for the head and tail slices backward to Z., obtaining Ti,n and~i,n along those trajectories. The desired current profile l~o(~) at Z. is then scaled to have the appropriate duration TI,O-q,o and the correct total charge Q =~f=l~qi.
To complete the specification of the initial beam, we must choose times Ti,o for 1< i < I such that each slice contains the same current bqi aa the beam at .zf. These intermediate~values are found numerically by requiring that the r integral of & from rl,o to~,. equals the charge in the same section of beam Qi=~~=16qj.
Calculate pulse-shaping fields
The values of Vi,n and Ti,n now must be specified for 1 < i < I and 1 < n < N. We would like _Vi ,n to be close to~so that all cells have to generate apprc@mately the same voltage, b_ut taking~,fi =~does not, in general, give the correct slice arrival times at Zj. Instead, we write~,n = Vi + 6Vi,n and choose the voltage difference 6~,n to satisfy two constraints:
The first constraint guarantees that the final slice velocity is unchanged, and the second, from Eq. (3), ensurea that the total transit time from Z1 to zN is correct. We simplify Eq. (5b) by assuming that the contribution of the voltage perturbation to @i,n is small, so that the expression can be linearized in 6Vi,n:
Here, r~n denotea the slice arrival times along constant-voltage trajectories, given explicitly by As a sample solution of these equations, we take ii~,n to vary linearly with n, so that 6Kn=Ai(=-3
This expression satisfies Eq. (5a) for any value of Ai, and an appropriate Ai approximately satisfying Eq. (5b) is found by substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (6). We then calculate the voltage adjustments 6~,n from Eq. (8) and find the corresponding Ti,n values by iterating Eq. (3), using the new voltages~+ b~,n in the~i,n expression of Eq. (4). The resulting shaping voltagea and time data are then written to an external file for use in CIRCE. This procedure for calculating the shaping voltages is used in the sample problem of Section 3, but it is in no sense optimum. Performance measures for global optimization can readily be formulated, but the large number of shaping cells and beam slices typically used makes the problem unwieldy. Various optimization schemes are under study.
The pulse-shaping method here is predicated on the assumption of instantaneous acceleration in the induction cells. We have compared the results of this approximation with an analytic expression obtained for a finit~length gap, and we find that the relative error in Ti,n due to the approximation is, to lowest order, (9) where~$,. c is the average velocity of the ith slice going through the nth cell. Even when the gap length is a significant fraction of Azn, this error is still small due to the low fractional energy change in a single induction cell of a heavy-ion driver. For example, the factor A@~,n/@~n is approximately 10-5 for a 10 GeV driver with conventional acceleration modules. We conclude that instantaneous acceleration is a very good model for the cases under consideration.
Calculate ear fields
The straight-line trajectories assumed in calculating the shaping fields are, of course, only valid in the absence of longitudinal space-charge fields. To calculate appropriate ear fields, we use CIRCE to simulate the beam transit through the shaping section, applying the shaping fields, but with the longitudinal component of the spac~charge field artificially set to zero. When the beam enters each shaping cell, the beam profile is used to calculate the spacecharge field at that point, and this field is then used to construct the appropriate ear field there.4 This ear field is added to the shaping field, and the combined field is written along with timing data to an external file for use on later runs.
SAMPLE CASE
The shaping procedure is illustrated here using an idealized analytic beam-current profile on target and a simple lattice for shaping and compression. The purpose is primarily didactic, since no effort hss been made either to optimize the lattice or to choose a target profile appropriate for a specific target design.
Target-beam characteristics
The beam on target is deliberately chosen to stress the pulse-shaping algorithm. An ion msss of 200 amu with a final energy of 10 GeV is assumed to give the beam high rigidity, and the 10 kA peak current on target, which is appropriate when there are four beams there, exaggerates the effect of space charge. The final normalized x and y ernittances are taken to be 10-5 m-rad, which should allow the beams to be focused to a 3 mm radius spot on the target. The functional form of the current has the general features needed for a target with two end plugs, similar to that specified by Ho 5, but the actual analytic form has been chosen for its simplicity and convenience.
It is found that the current profile on target cannot be specified arbitrarily. For beams in which all ions have the same mass and momentum, several classes of profiles are unusable due to pathological dynamics when they expand. For example, the expansion wave from the leading edge of the main pulse tenda to form a steep density gradient ss it expands into the lower-density foot, provided that the space-charge force is a multi-valued velocity distribution that is impossible to produce using external fields. Similarly, if the target distribution has two peaks separated by a lower current region, a beam distribution with two distinct velocity components in the same spatial region is formed if the two expansion waves meet. In the fluid-like longitudinal dynamics model of CIRCE, where the charge in every beam slice is constant, the density develops nearly singular spikes at the points where a multi-valued distribution would form in reality. Consequently, we disqualify a target profile when such spikea form during expansion.
The tendency to forma multi-valued distribution is reduced by increasing the current in the foot, which increases the velocity of electrostatic-wavm there, or by lengthening the rise time of the main pulse, which reduces the space-charge force driving the main-pulse expansion. A third approach is to give the main pulse a slightly higher velocity, so that it "catches up" with the foot as the beam compresses. All three strategies have been used to generate the target profile shown in Fig. 2c . Here, the 2 kA foot current is about a factor of two higher than would be optimal, but choosing the foot velocity to be about l% lower than in the main pulse partially compensates for the higher current by increasing the focal spot size, so that some current misses the capsule end plugs. Althotigh this profile expands in a reversible fashion, the deliberate defocusing of the foot wastea energy and lowers the capsule gain.. Careful optimization is clearly needed here.
Beam characteristics before and after shaping
The 45-period drift-compression section used here is a simple AG lattice with a half period of 4.18 m, with the quadruple strength and occupancy chosen to give an maximum underpressed phase advance of 75°. When the target-beam in Fig. 2C is allowed to propagate backwards without longitudinal confinement through this lattice, it develops the current and velocity profiles shown in Fig. 2b . Here, aa in Fig. 2c , we have reversed the velocity so the plot is appropriate for a compressing beam. For this case, the beam duration has approximately quadrupled to 200 ns, and the rarefaction wavea from the ends of the main pulse have met, leaving the velocity roughly linear. We also note that the beam tail has spread out more than the head during expansion because the short fall time of the main pulse leads to a large space-charge field there.
The 60-period shaping section for this case is also a simple AG lattice with the same nominal phsse advance and 4.18 m half period as the drift-compression section. However, the beam-pipe radius is smaller, reflecting the lower linecharge density, and most of the space between quadruples ia filled with acceleration gaps. A cluster often 10 cm gaps ia inserted between each quadruple doublet, allowing an average gradient in excess of 1 MV/m. We assume that the beam from the accelerator has a uniform longitudinal velocity, although allowing a small tilt would reduce the velocity change that must be imposed in the shaping section.
When the beam ends are followed backward through this lattice, we find that the beam duration increases to about 300 ns at the starting point. Choosing the rise and fall times to be 25% of the beam duration, we can then set up the initial beam profile shown in Fig. 2a . We see by comparing Figs. 2a and 2b that a head-to-tail velocity tilt in excess of 4% must be imposed by the shaping section.
Shaping and ear fields
A selection of waveforms for this illustrative case, taken at five equally spaced modules, is shown in Fig. 3a . Here, the duration of the waveform is seen to decrease at successive z positions as the beam compresses. The procedure in Section 2C generates acceptably smooth shaping voltages, but the corresponding ear voltages, shown in Fig. 3b , are seen to have considerable high-frequency content. This feature is a consequence of the shaping voltages being adjusted along each slice trajectory, without regard for voltages along neighboring trajectories. An erratic current profile results when Ti,n at any Zn are irregularly spaced, producing longitudinal fluctuations in the space-charge field there. This irregularity in the ear fields would be reduced by a suitable optimization procedure.
Dynamics
When the idealized accelerator beam in Fig. 2a is transported through the shaping and drift-compression sections with ears and shaping fields applied, the final beam has the basic features of the intended target beam, as shown in Fig. 4 . The wide lines in the figure give the current and velocity profiles of this test pulse, and the narrow lines are the intended profiles from Fig. 2c . The greatest departures from the intended profiles occur at the tail of the main pulse, where the longitudinal space-charge field is largest. Presumably, these departures occur because the high space-charge fields make the beam particularly sensitive to errors in the current or velocity at the start of the drift-compression section. The ear fields are found to be important to replicating details of the the intended current profile. When the ears in Fig. 3b are not added to the shaping fields, the final current profile of the main pulse assumes a nearly triangular shape, and the rising and falling portions stretch out by a total of 13 ns.
A preliminary study of the sensitivity of the final profiles to errors in the shaping fields has been made. It is found that random 2.5% rms errors in the magnitudes of the shaping fields produce final profiles that are not significantly worse than the error-free case in Fig. 4 , but progressively larger discrepancies from the intended profiles are seen for random 5% and 10% errors. Systematic errors of the same magnitude cause much worst discrepancies in each case and are piobably unacceptable even at the 2.5?Z0level. Random shaping-field timing errora with an rma magnitude of 10 ns are found to cause a head-t~tail current increase exceeding 10% across the tops of both the main pulse and the foot. This deviation from the optimum current profile is probably acceptable in practice, but for a random 25 nz timing jitter, the beam no longer compresses successfully, due to the formation of large density spikez near the beam tail. These sensitivities illustrate the need for high-precision pulsed power in the shaping section.
A much more thorough examination of errors sensitivities ia obviously needed. In particular, the effects of limiting the bandwidth of the shaping voltage should be checked. Also, these casea should be simulated using WARP3d to verify that the fluid-like longitudinal dynamics of CIRCE haa not introduced any unphysical effects here.
SUMMARY
The work presented here suggests that an ion pulse from a heavy-ion driver can be systematically shaped by a series of small changes. The procedure here has not been optimized or coordinated with target simulations, but it nonetheless illustrates that predetermined beam profiles can in principal be produced. Generating the required pulses with adequate precision may prove challenging because existing pulse-generation technology imposes limits on both the magnitude and frequency content of the shaping signal. A more fundamental problem is the limited choice of target profiles that can be formed by drift-compression in vacuum. Various ways to circumvent this problem as being comidered, such as the partially neutralized transport, the application of 'mid-course corrections" during compression, and the use of separate beams, possibly with different ion masses, for the foot and main pulse. 
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